This paper describes a mathematical algorithm and an associated program set developed for calculating time distributions of the effective earth-radius factor, k, for marginal line-ofsight (LOS) paths. The algorithm is a modification of a procedure developed for use in the continental United States by J. A. Schiavone at Bell Laboratories. From the distribution of k, we obtain the profile geometries applicable to various fractions of a year and from the geometries, median basic transmission loss values and antenna pointing losses are calculated. The method is useful because military LOS paths are often long and are designed with limited terminal site options.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe an algorithm and program set used to predict the performance of line-of-sight (LOS) paths for which the clearance of the antenna beam above obstacles is marginal. Since the algorithm is long, we describe only the first three steps of the performance prediction procedure. An example of their application is provided.
Diffraction fading on LOS links has usually been treated by specifying that antenna heights be great enough to prevent the occurrence of such fading. The heights were selected on the basis of antenna-beam center clearance calculated using an extreme earth-radius factor (often 2/3) and a first-Fresnel-zone-radius clearance factor (often 0.3 or 0.6). There are problems with this approach: first, tactical applications often preclude the use of high antennas; and second, this approach is costly because some paths require less clearance than others since the clearance requirement depends upon climatological factors. An alternative to a fixed-extreme-earth-radiusfactor approach for establishing antenna heights in the continental United States is provided by Schiavone [1] and Vigants [2] . In the present work, this approach has been modified to make it applicable to the long, marginal LOS 5. The signal loss distributions due to obstacle diffraction, rain attenuation, and multipath are processed with information about the diversity configuration and the radio equipment to obtain a cumulative time distribution of carrierto-noise ratio.
6. The distribution of carrier-to-noise ratio is then processed with the single-receiver transfer function to predict the performance of the radio path.
This paper considers the process of predicting performance only through step 3 (the distribution of k).
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE TWO REGIMES
The first step in the procedure (obtaining an expression for each of the two normal distributions) may be described in the following way. Each of the two normal distributions represents different atmospheric conditions. For small percentages of time, the distribution representing a stratified lower atmosphere is the most important. The other distribution represents a mixed atmosphere, which dominates most of the time. If we work with a normal-to-linear transformation of the cumulative probability axis, the distributions may be represented by the equations for two straight lines. These equations are: 
For areas outside the continental United States, an estimate of mx is given by the expression: 
where Ta = average temperature in degrees Celsius [7] . and Mr = average annual rainfall in millimeters [7] . Schiavone forms the bimodal distribution by first estimating the fraction of time (0.8) that the radio path is under the mixed regime and the fraction of time (0.2) that it is under the stratified regime. The time that gradients are strongly negative is not included in the distribution. The seasonally averaged density functions for the mixed and stratified regimes are multiplied by their corresponding occurrence fractions. The probability density functions are then integrated over his variable N' to give the bimodal distribution.
The method recommended here produces much the same distribution but permits the user to conveniently adjust the shape of the distribution to conform more closely to distribution curve shapes suggested by data [9] . The adjustments of parameters MB, k1, and Xi in equation 15 provide this flexibility. To describe the method, we first describe the process for using the constants from the equations for two straight lines to produce a single function approximating parts of both lines using their slopes and the coordinates of their intersection. Assume equations for the two straight lines as follows: Additional log terms can be used to represent portions of other line segments to synthesize more complex functions.
Using this method, an expression for the bimodal distribution may be obtained based on the following assumptions: The POMMP programs always use the intersection value, -1.3, but for some parts of the world the user may desire to change the program to reflect other intersection values [9, p.59 ]. An example of a cumulative distribution of G is shown in Figure 2 .
CONVERTING REFRACTIVITY GRADIENT TO "k" FACTORS
To convert the cumulative time distribution of the refractivity gradient, G, into a distribution of the earth's radius factor, k, we use an approximate expression from Dougherty [10] which is: where 6370 km represents the earth's actual radius.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
This analysis of a marginal LOS path is based on the algorithms previously described and the "POMMP" program set. Accuracy of the analysis is very dependent upon the accuracy of: 1) Antenna elevations above mean sea level 2) Obstruction elevation above mean sea level 3) Calculated refractivity gradient distribution.
The probability that temperature inversions will occur is important in calculating this refractivity gradient distribution. It is a strong variable in the expression for the stratified regime standard deviation. Since there is little accurate information available in published literature on the probability of temperature inversions in the vicinity of this path, we have selected a conservative value (0.2) which is lower than values observed in most parts of the United States. .T attenuation values caused by multipath are large but that this type of attenuation is substantially overcome through the use of either space or frequency diversity. Diversity is not helpful in reducing the other types of atmospheric fading. Figure 3 and Table 1 show that the path clearance is adequate 9 tenths of the time. Table  1 shows that for 0.01 of the time (about 90 hours per year) the beam is partially blocked, which would cause an additional path loss of 11 dB or more during these hours. The table also shows a large blockage for about 9 hours per year with diffraction losses greater than 40 dB. Of this amount, about 5 dB is due to depointing (for a 5-i diameter antenna). From this example, it becomes apparent that obstacle diffraction and depointing should not be neglected in the design of marginal line-of-sight paths. 
